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Reviewer #1: The commentary by Alexander et al. sheds light on several important
gaps in the reproducibility in computational biology and discusses solutions but also
practical issues based on the work of Johnson et al. I would like to raise a few minor
points:

We thank the reviewer for the helpful feedback on our work. Please find how we have
addressed the comments below (with our responses marked with *):

   I am not sure if “push-button assembly framework” for a command line pipeline is a
good expression. I could imagine that people without a strong computational
background could misinterpret this. In my head I already see the PI going to his pet
bioinformatician telling that the analysis can be done “just by pushing one button” and
angrily asking why it always takes so long for her to analyze data.

*  This is a fair point-- this framework is not “push-button” in the traditional, GUI sense
of the word. (I can also imagine that particular PI-bioinformatician interaction
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occurring). We do believe that it is a streamlined and accessible approach, however.
Therefore, we have changed the wording to “streamlined and reproducible assembly
framework” (line 40).

    I have a similar objections here: “The Github-Zenodo framework presented here
represents a relatively low cost way for small research groups (i.e. a graduate student)
to perform large-scale re-analysis projects in a publicly accessible way.” I would
rephrase this as GitHub and Zenodo are only for holding the code and the results. As
the authors describe after that paragraph, the project required a vast amount of
computational power to conduct the actual analysis and for this another type of
infrastructure was needed. So “to perform large-scale re-analysis projects” the
Github/Zenodo combo is not sufficient.

*  This is a very good point. We agree that the frameworks utility lies mainly in the
hosting-- not in the actual computational power required. We have changed the
language to reflect that on line 139:

    “The Github-Zenodo framework presented here represents an efficent way for small
research groups (i.e. a graduate student) to host and link both the code and results
from large-scale re-analysis projects in a publicly accessible way.”

    GitHub is sometimes misspelled (Github - “H” not capitalized).

*    Thank you for catching the misspelling.

    Figure 1 is not very expressive and I am not sure if it is really supporting the
message.

*    The figure was mainly designed to provide the idea of versioned pipelines being
linked to versioned DOIs assigned to the outputs of the workflow (thus allowing the
publication of multiple different datasets that are linked to alterations in the workflow).
Given the feedback from both Reviewer 1 and Reviewer 2 we have decided to remove
the figure.

Reviewer #2: I rather like this opinion piece. it makes a well reasoned argument about
problems facing all of genomes, and more generally, all of “big data” science. I ahve
just a few minor quips.

Thank you for your comments and thoughts, we have addressed your quips below:

    I’m not sure about teh general utility of the MMETSp dataset as a testbed. This is
because:

    1a: The reads are too short. The vast majority are 50bp PE, which is not particularly
representative of the read length most people are choosing for their de novo assembly
projects, today, in 2018. How assemblers function with 50bp is likely different than how
they function with 100bp.

*    Yes, we agree with the reviewer that 50bp PE reads are far shorter than most
assemblers will deal with now and in the future. As such, it is limited in that capacity.
However, we do feel that the great diversity of life that is surveyed makes it an
important datsets. The point about short reads (relative to the current norm) was raised
in the review of the accompanying Johnson et al. paper and has been added in more
detail in the discussion section there.

    1b: The dataset is too big. 700 transcriptomes will challenge even the most
computationally advanced labs. I do imagine a defined subset as being a good test-set.
Maybe the authors could propose a subset that captures the taxonomic breadth and
other dimensions of the dataset?

*    This is a fantastic point. Yes, the datset is far too big to be a simple test dataset.
We decided to address this point in the main text of the associated paper by Johnson
et al. Taking the reviewer’s advice we have identified and listed 12 ‘High’ and 15 ‘Low’
performing assemblies that cover a cross-section of diversity from the MMETSP
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dataset. See Supplemental Figure 4 and in the text of Johnson et al.

    I don’t see Fig1 referenced in the manuscript. In general, I’m not sure what Fig1
adds to it. Maybe knowing where it goes would help this?

*   Thank you for catching this-- it looks as though there was an issue in the latex
formatting on our end. However, given the similar response from Reviewer 1, we have
decided to remove the figure.

Additional Information:
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Are you submitting this manuscript to a
special series or article collection?

No

Experimental design and statistics

Full details of the experimental design and
statistical methods used should be given
in the Methods section, as detailed in our
Minimum Standards Reporting Checklist.
Information essential to interpreting the
data presented should be made available
in the figure legends.

Have you included all the information
requested in your manuscript?

No
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 as follow-up to "Experimental design
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A description of all resources used,
including antibodies, cell lines, animals
and software tools, with enough
information to allow them to be uniquely
identified, should be included in the
Methods section. Authors are strongly
encouraged to cite Research Resource
Identifiers (RRIDs) for antibodies, model
organisms and tools, where possible.

Have you included the information
requested as detailed in our Minimum
Standards Reporting Checklist?

If not, please give reasons for any
omissions below.

 as follow-up to "Resources

A description of all resources used,
including antibodies, cell lines, animals
and software tools, with enough
information to allow them to be uniquely
identified, should be included in the
Methods section. Authors are strongly
encouraged to cite Research Resource
Identifiers (RRIDs) for antibodies, model
organisms and tools, where possible.

Have you included the information
requested as detailed in our Minimum
Standards Reporting Checklist?

"

This is a commentary piece to accompany the piece recently submitted by Johnson et
al. As such, there are no data being analyzed.

Availability of data and materials

All datasets and code on which the
conclusions of the paper rely must be
either included in your submission or
deposited in publicly available repositories
(where available and ethically
appropriate), referencing such data using
a unique identifier in the references and in
the “Availability of Data and Materials”
section of your manuscript.
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Abstract
DNA sequencing technology has revolutionized the �eld of biology, shifting biology from a data-limited to data-rich state.
Central to the interpretation of sequencing data are the computational tools and approaches that convert raw data into
biologically meaningful information. Both the tools and the generation of data are actively evolving, yet the practice of
re-analysis of previously generated data with new tools is not commonplace. Re-analysis of existing data provides an
a�ordable means of generating new information and will likely become more routine within biology, yet necessitates a new
set of considerations for best practices and resource development. Here, we discuss several practices that we believe to be
broadly applicable when re-analyzing data, especially when done by small research groups.
Key words: reproducibility; data reuse; open data;

Background1

Advances in high-throughput, next-generation sequencing2

technologies have catapulted biology into a new computational3

era. In �elds of biology that leverage sequencing data, the pri-4

mary limiting step in the earlier stages of biological inquiry has5

increasingly shifted away from data generation to data analy-6

sis. Concomitant with the increasing emphasis on the com-7

putational processing of these data is the advancement of the8

computational tools available for such analyses: new computa-9

tional approaches for the analysis of these data are constantly10

being created, tested, and proved worthy of use. Yet, outside of11

computational lab groups, the practice of re-analysis of previ-12

ously generated data with new tools and approaches is not com-13

monplace. Such re-analysis has great utility and will become14

more routine within the life sciences, yet re-analysis necessi-15

tates a new set of considerations for best practices and resource16

development.17

Our interest in the issues surrounding re-analysis was18

spurred by a large-scale sequencing project: the Marine Mi-19

crobial Transcriptome Sequencing Project (MMETSP), which20

generated 678 transcriptomes, spanning 396 di�erent strains21

of eukaryotic microbial eukaryotes isolated from marine set-22

tings [1]. This dataset is an invaluable resource within the23

oceanographic community [2, 1], as it exponentially expands24

the accessible genetic information base of marine protistan25

life. Moreover, the MMETSP has created a uniquely useful26

test dataset for computational biologists. The MMETSP dataset27

spans a large evolutionary history of organisms, and all of the28

678 transcriptomes were prepared and sequenced in a consis-29

tent way [2]. The sequencing project, which was completed30

in 2014, was originally assembled by the National Center for31

Genome Resources using a custom pipeline that employed the32

best available computational tools at the time [3, 4].33

Since the original MMETSP analysis, new tools and tech-34

niques for the assembly of denovo transcriptomes from RNAseq35

data have been described and preexisting tools have been36

improved upon [5]. Moreover, new annotation tools and37

databases have become available. The transcriptome assembly38

project described in Johnson et al. [6] was designed to create39

a streamlined and reproducible assembly framework that not40

only enables the re-analysis of these datasets, but creates a41
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framework to facilitate easy and rapid re-analyses in the fu-42

ture.43

These secondary data products of sequencing, such as an-44

notated assemblies, should be viewed as hypotheses gener-45

ated from the underlying biology, rather than some immutable46

“truth”. As such these secondary data products can continue47

to be improved as new tools are developed. For example, we48

note that MacManes [7] described several limitations and chal-49

lenges of current assembly technology and developed an im-50

proved Oyster River Protocol, which we could use to generate51

another, perhaps improved, MMETSP assembly.52

Ultimately, such iterations on the original raw data have53

the potential to improve upon the secondary data products –54

the assembled transcriptomes and associated annotations that55

are relied upon by the broader community for biological inquiry.56

Through this process, we developed several practices that we57

believe to be broadly applicable when re-analyzing data, espe-58

cially when done by small research groups.59

Main text60

Storage of secondary data products61

Funding agencies and academic journals now mandate the de-62

position of raw data into digital repositories (e.g. NCBI Se-63

quence Read Archive (SRA) and Gene Expression Omnibus, Eu-64

ropean Nucleotide Archive). Thus, to date, the majority of the65

sequence data that has been generated and published is openly66

available online for reference and use in other studies. The67

sharing and availability of raw data from high-throughput se-68

quencing studies has been largely managed through the de-69

velopment of archival services such as the SRA, which was70

established as part of the International Nucleotide Sequence71

Database Collaboration (INSDC)[8, 9]. The SRA currently con-72

tains more than 1.8e16 bases of information (~7e15 are open73

access)1. While a tremendous resource for biological inquiry,74

a major problem remains in that raw sequencing data is not75

the most directly useful form of sequencing data. Rather, bi-76

ologists rely heavily upon the computationally generated sec-77

ondary products of sequencing reads (e.g. assembled transcrip-78

tomes or genomes, annotations, associated count-based data,79

etc.). There is a dearth of these secondary products in central,80

publicly accessible databases, such as the Transcriptome Shot-81

gun Assembly (TSA) Sequence Database.82

In fact, a substantial proportion of these data products83

might be aptly categorized as “dark data,” as they are largely84

undiscoverable and often archived independently in associa-85

tion with a publication or on private servers. Even more86

limiting, however, is that the guidelines for public databases87

such as the TSA speci�cally state that “Assemblies from se-88

quences not directly sequenced by the submitter” should not89

be uploaded to the TSA, thereby excluding the potential for90

reassembled datasets to be made available and directly linked91

to preexisting BioProjects, BioSamples, TSAs, and SRA entries92

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/tsa/).93

From the perspective of our MMETSP re-analysis, we argue94

the community needs more than a place to put the primary95

and secondary data products associated with a single publica-96

tion. Ideally, the results of each re-analysis would be deposited97

in a discoverable location, but would have a coherent archival98

procedure that is lab-independent, easily searchable, and “for-99

ward discoverable” (i.e. when a new version of a data product100

is released, old versions can point to the new version). More-101

over, such an archival platformwould ideally document the full102

1 As of 17 May 2018.

provenance of the secondary data product. Movement towards103

this kind of data archival system are being made both with the104

development of alternative scienti�c data publication models105

(e.g. the Research Object[10]) as well as integration ofmetadata106

models (such as the Resource Description Framework) onto ex-107

isting scienti�c databases like the European Bioinformatics In-108

stitute (EBI) [11], but policies surrounding secondary data prod-109

ucts will need to change.110

Directly linking secondary data products to prove-111

nance of work-�ow112

In the absence of a community database speci�cally for the113

type of secondary product that was produced in this analysis,114

we opted to upload the assemblies, annotations, and counts115

to Zenodo (https://zenodo.org), a scienti�c data repository116

founded by CERN, which provided a DOI for the assemblies117

(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.740440). The header informa-118

tion for each assembly was modi�ed to contain the DOI. We119

then created a Github repository containing the scripts used120

to generate the assemblies. The repository was then archived121

with Zenodo, which generated a single DOI for the project122

(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.594854).2123

As such, the scripts used in the generation of transcrip-124

tomes are directly linked through a unique DOI to the data prod-125

ucts that are listed in the directory. Since the scripts are easily126

accessible, they can be tweaked to re-analyze the primary se-127

quence data using di�erent parameters or tools, and the new128

pipeline and output �les can be archived again with Zenodo us-129

ing the same approach as above. Moreover, the Zenodo archival130

system will then automatically indicate the presence of other131

versions of a given repository such that a user might be sure to132

use the newest version of an assembly. In the future, such an133

approach might be further complemented by the integration of134

a JSON Linked Data �le detailing the metadata for the assembly135

product, such as the pipeline used and previous versions of the136

assemblies.3137

Conclusion138

The Github-Zenodo framework presented here represents an139

e�cent way for small research groups (i.e. a graduate student)140

to host and link both the code and results from large-scale141

re-analysis projects in a publicly accessible way. The direct142

linking of protocols and metadata to output data products is143

paramount in the data heavy future of scienti�c advancement.144

We also identi�ed several lingering issues surrounding large145

scale re-analysis.146

Actual computation on these large datasets is a non-trivial147

issue, as it requires access to facilities with su�ciently large,148

high-memory machines. Amazon Web Service instances and149

other “cloud” platforms, including XSEDE, provide �exible150

computing options, and are broadly accessible. Cloud-based151

2 Individual components of the project are assigned speci�c DOIs, for ex-
ample: translated peptide �les: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.745633;
g�3 annotation �les: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.744702; annota-
tion tables: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.775129; quanti�cation �les:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.746294.

3 It should be noted that uploading the assemblies to Zenodo was not an
automated process. New versions of �les on Zenodo must be manually
curated. Since the start of this project, the Open Science Framework
(OSF) and the accompanying automated command-line client, osfclient
has been established. In the future, large-scale projects such as the as-
semblies created in this analysis may bene�t from the integration of OSF
command-line client by automatically uploading data products to an OSF
project, which generate an OSF-speci�c DOI.
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systems, however, tend to be more expensive per computation152

hour than local resources. High Performance Computing (HPC)153

resources at local institutions represent another potential site154

of compute ability. However, HPCs can be temperamental and155

potentially balk at larger, more node-consuming procedures;156

moreover, bioinformatics tools may be poorly optimized for157

HPCs: Trinity, used in our pipeline, creates many small �les158

for each run, and this repeatedly caused disk slowdowns on159

our HPC. The re-analysis by Johnson et al. [6] attempted to160

use both but ultimately found that the HPC provided the most161

consistent scalable automation for running hundreds of jobs in162

a cost e�cient manner. However, more generally, we see no163

global solution for identifying and optimizing the global sci-164

enti�c cyberinfrastructure requirements for projects which re-165

quire signi�cant scaling; such considerations must be made on166

a project-by-project basis given the resources available to each167

lab.168

Beyond the optimization of computational resources, we169

feel that there is a signi�cant opportunity for scienti�c ad-170

vancement with high-throughput sequencing projects in mak-171

ing data products “forward discoverable”, because this makes172

it possible to improve downstream work without signi�cant173

upstream investment. In an ideal future, a researcher might174

be automatically noti�ed when a dataset that she is actively175

working on is updated or changes. This presents many social176

and technical challenges that will need to be solved if we are to177

take full advantage of public datasets.178
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